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Story words 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Complete the stories by filling in the missing words. 

exhibit  environment  simulated      experience      chemicals  

 manufacture      extraordinary       designed        scrambled  

towered      delighted          reactions       awesome       virtual  

Today wasn’t any ordinary school day, it was an      school day. We went on 

a field trip to a science museum and had an     adventure. When we walked 

into the museum, we were greeted by an enormous T-Rex that     over us. We 

thought it was so cool. We couldn’t wait to see more. 

First, we visited the space     and learned about the planets in our solar 

system. We even got to     what it feels like to walk on the moon in the museum’s  

   gravity-free    .  

Then, we were     by the chemistry exhibit and its hands-on experiments. We 

mixed different     together and observed some amazing    .  

One of our favorite exhibits was the 3D printing lab. We watched the printer     

plastic models of a T-Rex and even got to take one home with us as a keepsake. There was 

also a virtual reality exhibit where we     our own     reality video 

games.  

At the end of the field trip, we all     onto the school bus. It had been one of the 

best field trips ever. The next day at school, we all had our T-Rex models on our desks. My 

friend Jamie hung a “Beware of the T-Rex’s” sign on our classroom door! 
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Story words 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Answers: 

exhibit  environment  simulated      experience      chemicals  

 manufacture      extraordinary       designed        scrambled  

towered      delighted          reactions       awesome       virtual  

Today wasn’t any ordinary school day, it was an extraordinary school day. We went on a field 

trip to a science museum and had an awesome adventure. When we walked into the 

museum, we were greeted by an enormous T-Rex that towered over us. We thought it was so 

cool. We couldn’t wait to see more. 

First, we visited the space exhibit and learned about the planets in our solar system. We even 

got to experience what it feels like to walk on the moon in the museum’s simulated gravity-

free environment.  

Then, we were delighted by the chemistry exhibit and its hands-on experiments. We mixed 

different chemicals together and observed some amazing reactions.  

One of our favorite exhibits was the 3D printing lab. We watched the printer manufacture 

plastic models of a T-Rex and even got to take one home with us as a keepsake. There was 

also a virtual reality exhibit where we designed our own virtual reality video games.  

At the end of the field trip, we all scrambled onto the school bus. It had been one of the best 

field trips ever. The next day at school, we all had our T-Rex models on our desks. My friend 

Jamie hung a “Beware of the T-Rex’s” sign on our classroom door! 
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